
Mine readiness,  
asset management & 
digital transformation



Performance 
improvement 
through digital 
transformation

ABOUT TACMIN MADINI

Tacmin Madini is a mining project 
management consultancy that offers 
unmatched expertise and resources in 
delivering project management services. 
We provide extensive experience in project, 
engineering and asset management from 
initial conception through final close-out of 
projects, and beyond.



Founded upon a proven track record 
as the ideal catalyst to kick-start an 
organization’s road to recovery,  based 
upon two decades of experience in all 
aspects of open-pit mining with the 
aid of Tacmin’s business performance 
improvement has enabled us to develop 
a well-established decision analysis 
process integrated into the overall project.

Years of 
Experience22

Following numerous 3-5 year, EPCM 
and PMC assignments on more than 52 
projects across Africa and further driven 
by our visions and values as well as the 
lack of contract mining alternatives, 
by 2010 Tacmin has organically grown 
to cater for all aspects relating to 
engineering, management, construction 
and optimisation of open-pit mines.

52
Our partnership programs are 
comprehensive. Following many years of 
project life-cycle system development 
and real-time application has made it 
possible for us to analyse, identify and 
resolve less optimal mining practices. 
Through lean-mining and continuous 
improvement and digital transformation, 
we optimise and improve from design-to-
pit-port.
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Maximising performance for the customer at the project 
level,  concurrent design, mining, and the application of 
project controls throughout the life cycle of the project 
from design to delivery.

Our
Promise

Mine operational efficiency & 
performance improvement

MINE READINESS

Scalable improvement solutions 
from pit-to-export

MINE EQUIPMENT

Define, assess, analyse, 
implement, manage and track

PIT-TO-ExPORT



Since 1996 we have generated 1210 mining cost benchmark 
models for international Blue Chip mining companies, with 
project values fetching up to US$ 5 billion, during which we 
simulated the Clients’ mine site conditions and imported 
geological and mine engineering data basis of up to 100 Gb 
for more than 12 different commodities - of which the annual 

ROM production on some exceeded 60,000,000 tons per 
annum. During this time we have developed and applied 
resource data basis with complete Life-cycle costing of 
more than 300 different equipment models and sizes, with 
hauling equipment that ranges from 25 to 380 payload tons 
and matching shovels of up to 45m3 bucket capacity. 

Since 1996 Tacmin Madini has provided world-class project, engineering and asset 
management services and advanced technologies services that transforms our 
customer’s vision into reality. Our technical expertise enables clients to visualize 
projects, optimize resources, and realize exceptional solutions. We have the 
foundation upon which complex projects are constructed. 

Markets 
we serve

As experts in operational analysis 
and redesign, we have delivered 
business improvement services 
to open pit mining clients in 
platinum, gold, diamonds, copper, 
cobalt, phosphates, coal, fluorspar, 
manganese, iron ore, vanadium, 
PGM’s and chrome.

MINING & MINErALS CONSTrUCTION ENErGy & POWEr

Infrastructure construction experience 
ranges from dual and single 
carriage ways, roads & township 
infrastructure, bridges & concrete 
structures, storage, tailings &  return 
water dams, crushing and screening 
plants, railroad construction.

Tacmin’s core expertise has not only 
managed but studied, analysed and 
advised customers in all aspects of 
mobile earthmoving construction 
and open-pit mining equipment 
ranging from the smallest to top-
end size since 1982. 



Mine operational 
performance 
improvement…
that is aligned with strategic mine engineering 
objectives. Not only is our ultimate goal to let 
your mining operation achieve efficiencies near 
or similar to autonomous mining, but to deliver 
this at a fraction of the cost associated with 
autonomy and should this be viable, pave 
the way to phase in autonomous solutions 
through cost savings realised.

Our
Goals



Companies we have 
successfully assisted 
or completed projects 
with:

Roy Hill Holdings
Exxaro Resources Limited
African Rainbow Minerals
Tharisa Minerals
African Barrick Gold
Tshipie Ntle (Pty) Ltd
Samquarz (Pty) Ltd
Shanta Gold Ltd
Ghana Manganese Ltd
Assmang Ltd
BHP Billiton (BECSA)
Dwyka Diamonds Ltd
Rockwell Diamonds Inc.
Petrex (Pty) Ltd
Anglogold Ashanti Ltd
Aquarius Platinum Ltd
Xstrata  (Pty) Ltd
Lindum Reefs Gold  Ltd

In order to adapt, a company must have its antennae tuned to signals of change 
from the external environment, decode them, and quickly act to refine or reinvent 
its business model and even reshape the information landscape of its industry. 
Since inception Tacmin expertise has been operating as an extension of the Owners 
team that has enabled our expertise to gain vast multi-disciplinary mining and 
construction knowledge over a wide range of commodities and getting extensive 
exposure to working with multi-nationalities.  Not only is our mining models easily 
understood, given our world-wide mining resource databases we are able to set 
up benchmark models for implementation, monitoring and control in no-time.

A business model for utmost adaptability

“There are thousands of mine sites that do not and would not automate because 
of logistics, costs, extractive and complex orebody nature and they will continue 
to follow conventional operator/driver mining methods with increased pressure 
to improve performance of which benchmark is set by autonomous mining 
methods.”

What we can do for you?
•	 Performance benchmarking and scalable improvement solutions that optimise 

pit to port supply chains.
•	 Above industry standard conformance to the design, plan, schedule, mining 

cost and budget forecast.
•	 Optimised equipment control & performance, improved safety, preventative 

maintenance at optimal operating cost.
•	 Pit to port mine logistics optimisation of utility and process control, security, 

equipment monitoring or asset management. 

Paving the way for autonomous mining solutions

Our Commitment 



Tacmin Madini, was founded in 1996 by Sarel Blaauw, 
a former director of a leading South African open-pit 
contract mining company. In March 2018, following 
21 years of serving the mining industry of Africa,  
Tacmin established an office in Perth to serve mining 

customers in WA.

Who 
we are

Highest level of technical 
and industry based 

knowledge

Considerable exposure 
and experience in fast-

track construction

Our purpose is to enable 
you to concentrate on 

your core business



Business
Strategies

Capture on and further 
enhance our Client 
relations 

Expand our services to 
stimulate sustainable 
growth of our company

Emerge as taking the 
lead in a changing 
mining industry

Achieving sustainable 
growth through focusing 
on niche areas.

Acquire and enhance 
our core with top 
industry professionals

Continue to transform 
for utmost adaptability



Our 
Strengths

Our 
Focus Area

Our purpose is to assist mining companies with the planning, development, 
implementation and support of Mining Projects that will give cause to 
optimised, improved mining operations and where construction is required to 
assist with on-time and below budget completion.

MINING OPERATIONS

Not only is our ultimate goal to let your mining operation achieve efficiencies 
near or similar to autonomous mining, but to deliver this at a fraction of the 
cost associated with autonomy and should this be viable, pave the way to 
phase in autonomous solutions through cost savings realised.

ASSET MANAGEMENT

Striking the balance!
…from business intelligence

to lookahead scheduling during lean mining 
and construction processes..

Digital transformation is aimed at driving improvements in productivity, costs 
and safety. Since 1996 we have learned what it takes to actually transform 
performance in an operation, and it is much more than a technical solution. 
Tacmin Madini, is your trusted digital transformation partner.

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION



Our Core 
Capabilities

•	 Mining studies
•	 Project controls
•	 Mine engineering
•	 Business intelligence
•	 Operations improvement

Mining technical

•	 Contractor management
•	 Benchmarking & project analysis
•	 Mineability reviews
•	 Dispute & claims resolutions
•	 Operations improvement

construction ManageMent

•	 Equipment studies
•	 Asset management
•	 Asset performance improvement
•	 Maintenance reviews & audits
•	 In-service maintenance

asset ManageMent

•	 Enquiries & procurement
•	 Project delivery
•	 Contract / mining readiness
•	 Client’s representative
•	 Contract agreements

Project ManageMent



Mine
Readiness

Our purpose is to assist mining companies with the planning, development, 
implementation and support of Mining Projects that will give cause to optimised, 
improved mining operations and where construction is required to assist with on-
time and below budget completion.

•	Mine engineering
•	Operation assessments
•	Mining system reviews
•	Due diligence studies
•	Mine system development
•	Competent persons

Technical & operational reviews

•	Performance benchmark modelling
•	Project life-cycle modelling decision-making
•	Mineability & mine readiness reviews
•	Mine engineering execution controls
•	Mining project controls & progress tracking
•	Trade-off studies (also refer case studies)

Analysis, decision & benchmarks

•	Shadow or zero profit margin bids
•	Procurement of contractors
•	Drafting of contract mining agreements
•	Resolving of disputes, mediation
•	Contractor administration & certification
•	Contract mining controls & conformance

Contract mining performance

O U r  S E r v I C E S



Not only is our ultimate goal to let your mining operation achieve efficiencies near or 
similar to autonomous mining, but to deliver this at a fraction of the cost associated 
with autonomy and should this be viable, pave the way to phase in autonomous 
solutions through cost savings realised.

•	MFS requirement analysis & reviews
•	MFS installation management & coordination
•	Real-time monitoring and control of your fleet
•	Notification of dangerous and aggressive driving
•	Driver mechanical and technical behaviour
•	 IROC FMS integration & management

Mining fleet management

•	Asset management & maintenance audits 
•	Maintenance planning & cost estimation
•	Maintenance enterprise management
•	Mechanical and preventative maintenance
•	Establish maintenance support
•	 In-service maintenance support

Mobile equipment maintenance

•	Client’s representative
•	Mining contractor management
•	Contract mining benchmark costs & budgets
•	Mine re-engineering and planning
•	Contract mining optimisation
•	Contractor equipment maintenance support

Mining contractor management

O U r  S E r v I C E S

Asset
Management



Our Digitalisation Consulting support assists you step-by-step through the digital 
transformation of your mining operations. It contains your digitalisation options 
as well as an investment calculation. The completion of the roadmap signals your 
transformation into a digitally operating mine.

•	Define the results
•	Determine digitalisation goals
•	Examine the IT infrastructure
•	Assess the level of automation
•	Determine the level of maturity
•	From engineering to maintenance

Scoping & maturity assessment

•	Project life-cycle analysis
•	Trade-off comparisons
•	Step-by-step roadmaps
•	Execution plan
•	Estimated costs
•	Financial analysis

Digitalisation cost and strategy

•	Optimise and Lean out the current process
•	 Identify key technologies & construct talent pool
•	Define roadmap for implementation
•	Program & change management
•	Monitor and manage implementation
•	Activity scheduling and KPI tracking
•	

Perform digital transformation

O U r  S E r v I C E S

Digital
Transformation



Attributed to decades of experience gained by our multi-
disciplinary expertise in all aspects of mining with the aid of 
Tacmin’s business performance improvement has enabled 
us to develop a well-established decision analysis process 
integrated into the overall project management process, vital 
for improving project performance. Aforesaid process has 
assisted numerous mining executives and boards from junior 
and major listed mining companies to take informed decision 
for their mines in Africa.

Well-established decision 
analysis process
For more than twenty-one years we performed real 
time decision making, risk assessments, valuations and 
comparisons during mining industry related trade-off studies, 
benchmarking, mine optimisation, operations improvement, 
equipment performance, mineability studies, capital and 
operating cost studies with the aid of Tacmin’s business 
performance improvement.

Case Studies



Africa

Get in touch 
with one of our global offices.

FutureSpace Offices, 1st Floor
61 Katherine Street
Sandton, South Africa

+27 (0) 10 300 6141 (Reception)
+27 (0) 10 300 6142 (Janette Nel)

jnel@tacmin.co.za

www.tacmingroup.com

Australia

Monash Business Centre
47 Monash Avenue, Como
Perth, Western Australia

+61 8 9368 2826 
+61 4 9878 5165

janette@tacminmadini.com.au

www.tacminmadini.com.au


